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ABSTRACT: Architecture Description Language (ADL) provides a conceptual framework for specific syntax and
portray architecture allows the system developer can describe the architecture of their design, and the ability to use
the tools provided many examples for analysis. ADL existing design problem solving systems, components or
systems only consider reuse, and dependability among internal changes did not take into account the network
configuration software system to protect the dependability of the various components and entities in the entity
evolution of trust issues. Based on the analysis of network configuration software system architecture, based on the
design of a formal description language entity credible case EDSADL, in order to describe the interactions between
the entity and its internal components dependability of these changes on the real cause of the services provided
affected.
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INTRODUCTION

Architecture description language is designed with reference to experience in the design and development of
traditional programming languages for software architectural features of a dedicated description language. It
absorbed the traditional program design features precise semantics strictly on the basis of integrity and abstract
characteristics for software architecture definition and determine the appropriate software architecture abstract
expression and description of relevant elements, including components, sub-links and so on. Using these elements
can describe the relationship between behavior and internal network configuration software between various
components, both provide a good foundation for their own dependability monitoring the situation, but also as an
effective way collaboration with the external environment in the other entities. This section describes the overview
of the architecture description language, and on this basis to design a credible case entity formal description
language EDSADL (Entity Dependability State Architecture Description Language).

Architecture Description Language [1] (ADL) is a formal description of the method of software architecture, which
provides a conceptual framework for the specific syntax and portray architecture allows the system developer can
well they describe the architecture designed to communicate with others, and be able to use the tools provided many
examples for analysis. Paul C. Clements [2] In 1996, the then current situation and development of ADL
summarized. Subsequently, ADL rapid development, have appeared in a number of research results, N. Medvidovic
and RNTaylor [3] in 2000 for the ADL has conducted a comprehensive analysis and summary, proposed a
framework for evaluation, and has the ADL were reviewed, including multiple systems Aesop, Artek, C2, Darwin,
MetaH, Rapide, SADL, UniCon, Weaves, Wright, and so on Acme. In addition, the study of ADL's researchers also
made some achievements, made XYZ / ADL [4] and ABC / ADL [5].

Although the current study for the ADL have a lot of results for the software design and development provides a
good help, but there are some existing ADL limitations, mainly in: (1) Each ADL systems are targeted specific
project development, there is a certain scope, there is no one universal ADL system can do. (2) existing ADL mainly
to solve the problem of software system architecture, so the focus is on a different system model design, there is
little credible explanation for design. (3) the design of an existing ADL problem solving systems, components or
systems only consider reuse, and the dependability of the security network structure of the software system, the need
to address the various components in-house entity changes dependability and trust entities evolution problem and
the impact of these changes on the real cause of the service provided, the system focuses on the interaction between
the entity and its internal components dependability description.
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This paper describes the architecture to define a network configuration software entities credible case description
language EDSADL. Network configuration software entity can EDSADL describe interactions between status and
dependability of its own members members, track leads to the problem of reducing the dependability of the source,
as a basis for introspection mechanisms and provide support for the independent evolution; you can also describe the
information in a timely manner according to changes in external dependability publishing services, for explanatory
mechanism provides a way; to meet the real introspection, self-evident, autonomy demands.

EDSADL is also an ADL, it should have some of the characteristics of ADL. N. Medvidovic and RN Taylor [3]
gives the basic framework design ADL, it shall include design ADL have various attributes and functions, but did
not give a model to achieve specific elements that should include the basic elements and various model structure
elements.

David Garlan design ACME [6] is given the ADL should have the basic elements, including component
(Component), linker (Connector), system (System), properties (Properties), constraints (Constraints), system mode
(Styles) six basic elements.

STRUCTURE ANALYSIS OF INTERNET-SCALED SOFTWARE

Compared with component software, consisting of the basic elements of the network configuration software
component or module is not, but the software entity, which is provided by the software developer or an entity to
meet the ordinary user network configuration software required services, and the entities You can achieve synergy
between autonomy. The entities are scattered in the Internet software systems are independent, autonomous
operation, without centralized control of any institution or organization to collaborate in an open, dynamic and
changing environment. Network configuration software does not only serve in the user area while also serving as a
software entity to request at any time to reach the other network configuration software. Above system determines
the structure of the network configuration software is very complex, and therefore, in order to assess the
dependability of the network structure of the software system, the need for clear and well-analyzed composition
structure. According to the characteristics of our network configuration software defines the structure and semantics
of dependency.

Definition 1 (structural dependence) : a collection of network entities in the configuration of the software, depending
on the functions implemented by the entity, can be divided into different subsets, the same or similar function as a
subset of the entity; each subset in a two or more entities in use there will be some mutually dependent relationship,
which we define as structural dependencies.

For example: Suppose network entity structure of the software system can be set according to different functions
into three subsets, A subset of entities A1, A2, A3, ......; subset B entities B1, B2, B3, ......; subset C-based physical
layer, entities C1, C2, C3, ....... A1 and B1 depend on the structure of C2, and C2 in the completion of the data flow,
but also need to dynamically bind to A1; and so on. Thus obtained structural dependency diagram of the system, as
shown in Figure 1.(a) In order to facilitate subsequent processing, be converted into three structural dependency tree,
respectively A subset of entities A1, A2, A3 for the root node, the formation of Figure 1.(b), Figure 1.(c), Figure
1.(d).

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 1. Dependency graph and dependency trees.

Definition 2 (semantic dependencies): In a subset of the same entity, each entity is a complete application-specific
functions, and take a multi-order interaction between entities and semantic dependencies between these entities.
Certain entities subset, since independence functional entity may not semantic dependency relationship exists.
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For the semantic dependency relations inside each entity level, due to sequential relationship between entities, so use
a matrix to indicate that if there are N of the physical layer entity, the matrix N * N.
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When the physical layer A, ai must be used before aj, aij = 1; otherwise, aij = 0.

DESIGN AND DESCRIPTION OF EDSADL ELEMENTS

EDSADL is architecture description language for describing network services configuration software internal
entities defined circumstances dependability, its purpose is to describe the changes in the internal dependability
when the entity providing the service, and to provide information on the outside world. The dependability of the
change is mainly caused by the behavior of members, but also by monitoring the behavior and acquired, even based
on the results of behavior is mainly reflected. Therefore, EDSADL the basic elements on the basis of ADL joined on
the description of the interaction behavior, and thus the dependability of the main line to describe the changes in the
entity and its constituent elements. EDSADL include components, linker, system composition, component
constraints between the system mode, interactive behavior, a total of six elements.

EDSADL not only as a description language design, but also as a way to run the interaction between the member
and the entity information, and therefore requires not only human-readable, but also machine-readable. The best way
is to use XML language to describe. XML [7] as a network standard, with an open, self-defined data structure
describing the way, you can also describe the data content and structural properties, and the ability to simplify data
exchange on the Internet. At present, a variety of analytical tools to generate XML software system, acquisition,
analysis, processing. Model described herein using a variety of attributes XML Schema [8] defines EDSADL in
each element, so that the system is running on a document generated EDSADL real-time processing.

(1) Component: is a computing architecture or the data storage unit. Its size can be as small as an algorithm module
can also be as large as a complete system. Interface with external components exchange data can be processed at
different levels of information through multiple interfaces. In EDSADL, the member is defined as a complete
semantic, grammatically correct, reusable units. The interface component model, type, credible information and
achieve mechanisms. Achieve the desired component interface descriptions provide external support functions and
operational functions, is the basis of interaction with the outside world. Semantic interface can be used to provide
the outside of the member identification information, including component identification, semantic descriptions.
Component Type Description component is to provide services to other entities affiliated entities outside entity in
order to serve their own dependability monitored. Credible information, including the dependability of the current
value of the entity and the dependability of the guarantee mechanism described for the entity to provide basic data
introspection and self-evident. EDSADL the components described below:

Component :: = <implement the interface, semantic interface, component type, the dependability of the
information>

Implement Interface :: = <provide functional interface, the demand function interface>

Provides functional interface :: = <parameter list, preconditions, postconditions>

Demand function interface :: = <reference type, provide parameters>

Semantic Interface :: = <identification information, semantic information>

Credible information :: = <credible value, dependability mechanism>

According to different member functions, the functionally similar members together to form a subset of member
(ComponentSet), a different subset of members in different layers in the structure constituting the entity, providing
services to each other between the layers and demand. EDSADL a member subset includes a component component
layer contained the names and subsets.
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(2) Connector: is used to block the interaction between the modeling component and control rules. In architecture,
the linker may be a separate message processing module, may also be present in the form of data interaction
between the components, such as communication protocols, caching, queues, pipes, SQL connections. Linker also
has an interface definition, provide control for the operation of a different member of the role. EDSADL linkers
models, including the interactive roles, behavioral characteristics, the dependability of the information of three parts.
Interactive role defines the interaction between the components of the desired behavior, standardized components
duty to participate in the connection. By setting different roles, defining rules of operation between components,
increasing the operation between member traceability helps traced the source of errors occur. Behavioral
characteristics define the component interaction in the process of some features, including behavioral firing order,
the maximum number of users allowed by the connection, interaction (synchronous or asynchronous), the protocol
used by other components interact. Credible information, including the dependability of the current value of the
entity and the dependability of the guarantee mechanism instructions. The EDSADL linkers described as follows:

Connector :: = <interactive roles, behavioral characteristics, the dependability of the information>

Interactive role :: = <component behavior 1, 2 component behavior>

Behavioral characteristics :: = <firing order, the number of users, interaction, interaction protocols>

Credible information :: = <credible value, dependability mechanism>

(3) System Structure: describes the components and connectors through how to make up the system topology. All
system components may be provided according to different functions into a plurality of subsets, according to their
specific functional type is defined as a member of different layers. Therefore, the composition of the system
structure in turn contains three aspects: the overall structure of the system, components in the entire system
described location; member hierarchy, describes the relationship between the various components layers; member
semantic relationship, described in the same layer member the relationship between the components. These three
structures were described in three levels of component features, which can be traced back to the bottom-up
component for all services covered by this atomic components, you can also find top-down by the service to all
relevant components.

System Structure :: = <overall system architecture, component hierarchy>

Overall system architecture :: = <member subset connected subset, organizational norms>

Component hierarchy :: = <member semantic correlation layer name>

Member semantic relations :: = <component name, belongs to a subset of the name, the interaction between>

Interactions :: = <unidirectional calls | two-way interactive>

One-way call :: = <direction identification, component semantic relations, pointing to elements>

Two-way interactive :: = <direction identification, component semantic relations, pointing to elements>

(4) Semantic Map: is an integral part of the system or its properties or behavior assertion, in the evolution of the
system is maintained properly. EDSADL defined responsibilities and obligations between the various components
of the inter-component constraints. In the evolution of the system, to ensure that the system functions semantic
correctness, while the source of the problem can be found in the event of failure. Based component contains a subset
of n elements, define the structure of the two-dimensional table of n * n to represent a subset of constraints in this
part of each member. Semantic relationships between components are directional, end component behavior semantic
relations as a starting member of semantic relations. This structure provides traceability dependability issue rules.

(5) Styles: on behalf of a class of similar style architecture. Defines a set of basic elements of such architecture, its
type, composition rules, structural framework, in order to standardize the application system implementation. Due to
the current network configuration software system to build a multi-level multi-mode service portfolio, so EDSADL
only defines a model that hierarchical structure model.
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Styles:: = <member subset connected subset, system composition, component constraints between system
specification>

(6) Activity: used to describe the dynamic behavior of the system to provide services, the formation of an action for
each service object, which contains the interoperability among the components involved, dynamic monitoring
system provides the basis for their own behavior situation. After monitoring mechanism to capture this behavior
information, the situation can be resolved success or failure behavior, and analyze the root cause of failures. At the
same time, the behavior is also reflected in the specific circumstances of each member of the current situation, to
provide the basis for the selection of components and system evolution. Based on the results, the system can be a
corresponding increase or decrease the dependability of the value of the relevant components or services, and the
next step to protect the dependability of the activities under this value, such as changing their behavior or notice to
the outside world and so on.

Activity :: = <service components, the client component, linked child, interactions>

Interactions :: = <interactive success | interactive failure>

Interactive failed :: = <error source and target components, the type of error, the error message>

INTROSPECTION MECHANISM OF ENTITIES BASED ON EDSADL

In order to ensure the dynamic evolution of the architecture of the network configuration software generally includes
the target layer and metadata layer two levels. Target layer contains the main function of the system to meet the
needs of users; meta level by sensing changes in the environment for the evolution of the target layer to adjust the
system behavior. Introspection mechanism described in this section, access to the dependability of the case entity of
each member by the method of monitoring, network configuration software for the meta layer provides credible
basis in terms of evolution. Introspection mechanism includes four steps:

(1) Dependability description based on the correlation matrix of the component

According interactions between components associated entities established matrix structure, as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Matrix sample composition structure associated entities.

Depicted in the figure there is a direct interaction of the member relationship, the directivity is represented by rows
and columns, respectively. Behavior is associated with the end of the component orientation, as a starting member is
associated with the direction. There are elements of the matrix indicates that the corresponding value of a direct
interaction between the two components, the value represents the interaction probability of success, you can believe
of. Notably, there is no direct relationship through interaction matrix elements represent no values between the two
members, while a value of 0 indicates that there are interactions between the corresponding member and
dependability is 0.

(2) Monitoring interactions based on EDSADL

Establish a monitoring point for the need to monitor members to record interactions between components. Establish
monitoring points can be woven into the mechanism using dynamic AOP, and the mechanisms are already many
research results [9] [10], can monitor the behavior of the target structure without changing the source code of the
case, and according to the needs of a dynamic monitoring adjust the monitoring component or the opening and
closing monitoring system.
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When monitoring the interaction between components fail to act, according to EDSADL behavior definition
component relations system architecture definition, linker definition, you can have direct interactions between the
behavior of multiple components connected generated an error chain. This error can drill down along the chain, can
ultimately produce erroneous behavior of the source. Provided that the number of successful interactions occur for x,
the number of failures for y, define the probability of success to the next letter of the interactive nature of

d̂t , then
this probability obey Beta distribution [11], its density function
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We can calculate this interactive relationship between dependability and updates to the correlation matrix according
to the formula (2).

(3) Rule-Based error diagnoses of components

Because of the mutual relationship between the components, a component error will cause an error conduct multiple
related components, so you can determine the source of the error components based on relationship between
wrongdoing. Define rules for:

Error association rules:: = <rule body, Rules>

Rules:: = <source components, purpose components, linkers, rule description>

Error conditions rule body is used to define the rules can be applied, the rules can be executed if the selected item is
used to determine the rules under the current system status. Rules can be specifically defined the elements according
to a variety of different types of errors, and the establishment of the rule base. Monitoring the behavior of the
application to the rule in the rule base is obtained error source member, for example: A plurality of members
receiving member services are generating erroneous behavior, it is determined as an error component A source.

(4) Subsequent processing of introspection

Subsequent processing is divided into internal and external aspects. Internal processing, reduced dependability if a
member is below a preset threshold, the trigger element layer of dependability-related events, performed by the
meta-level mechanism for the evolution of the target layer, replacing the corresponding components. External
processing, when the interaction fails upward along the lower chain tracking error between components, if the
arrival of the externally provided services, indicating that the error on the dependability of the services of an impact,
then modify the trust deed itself dependability note to give notice to the outside world.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper shortage in network configuration software and its constituent entities to protect the dependability and
management exist, the existing network configuration software entity model and measure the evolution of the model
based on trust, and learn from thinking of trusted computing in the trust chain model, the establishment of credible
intelligence mock a network configuration software. Proposed entity credible case formal description language
EDSADL, as an entity on the basis of introspection mechanism, and released their self-evidence of the dependability
of the case provides a way for the entity to the outside world. Formed a self-explanatory, can be assessed, to the
evolution of the solid model, the establishment of the original root of trust. Also need to be defined in the future to
further refine the formal description of the elements to be able to in-depth description and analysis of network
configuration software entity between the individual and various entities interact credible case from the semantic
level, in order to establish a credible and intelligent entity collaborative evolution support platform to provide
support.
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